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Toward a Dual Interest Theory in a Metaeconomics 

By GARY D LYNNE AND NATALIA V CZAP* 

Metaeconomics sees the reality of  joint and nonseparable self & 

other-interest arising because of  nonallocable inputs and 

nonallocable goods. Nonallocable inputs giving joint products and 

dual interest in the outcomes are explained by 

thermodynamics: Production is internal to and nonseparable from 

the natural system on the Spaceship Earth.  Nonallocable goods are 

explained by the internal tendencies in the mind to a more primal 

ego-based self-interest tempered by an empathy-based other (shared 

with the other, while internalized within the own-self)-interest.  Dual 

Interest Theory in Metaeconomics works to productively supplement 

Single Interest Theory in Microeconomics. (JEL D1, D2, D9, Q1, Q2, 

Q3) 

* Lynne is Professor Emeritus, Agricultural Economics, University of Nebraska – Lincoln, living  in Mesa, AZ, 

glynne1@unl.edu.  Czap is Professor, Economics, University of Michigan-Dearborn, nczap@umich.edu   

Microeconomics generally presumes fully allocable inputs and allocable 

goods, and thus both production and consumption, supply and demand, are 

separable and independent. Microeconomics presumes each person is 

generally independent of every other person, and of natural systems on 

Spaceship Earth. The result is only minimal attention to the shared (empathy-

based) other-interest. So, overall, it is as though each person is traveling by 

own-self on the Spaceship, with little to no need to consider the implications 

from traveling (producing and consuming) with the other on the Spaceship.  
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The rare exception is addressed with a patch to the Single Interest Theory 

(SIT) at the core of Microeconomics, to bring the externality into the mix as 

a kind of external cost to be paid. Or, in the case of utility, the patch is to 

posit an interdependent utility, presuming it is actually possible to know the 

utility of the other person.  Even with said patches, SIT is focused only on the 

ego-based self-interest of each person. Even in game theory, where the 

response function recognizes some strategic interdependency, each person is 

presumed to act only in self-interest. 

The problem is, SIT presumes not walking-in- the-shoes-of-the other, not 

empathizing. If each person empathized, economic choice would move 

beyond ego-based self-interest only. Also, with mindful empathy, both 

externality and interdependent utility have no content: Patching is not 

necessary. In terms of the standard isocurve figures, SIT sees only the self-

interest set of indifference (referred to as self-interest utility in SIT) curves 

for each good or other outcome. SIT sees only path 0G, isocurves GI defined 

for bundles of goods q1 and q2 (Figure 1).  

Insert Figure 1 here 

In contrast, Metaeconomics using Dual Interest Theory, or DIT, sees ego & 

empathy, self & other-interest jointly pursued through two functions (self-

interest and other-interest, perhaps utility functions in consumption, or, 

production functions in production) resulting in two sets of isocurves: IG and 

IM. A person can either maximize self-interest and, as their budget (income or 

resources when looking at inputs and products) constraint expands, they will 

be following the path 0G, or maximize other-interest and follow the path 0M. 

That person can also sacrifice in both domains and rather seek a more 

balanced solution seeking own-interest on some path 0Z (which lays in 
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between 0G and 0M). Depending on the preference for balancing and 

sacrificing of both interests, the path 0Z could be closer to 0G or to 0M. This 

makes the externality and the interdependent utility patch  no longer 

necessary, in that everything is internal to the individual.   

DIT shares some common ground with DMT, Dual Motive Theory (See 

Cory 1999; 2006ab; 2018; Lynne 2006b; Lynne 2020, pp. 42-51), but moved 

gradually toward  DIT, as represented in  Kalinowski, Lynne, and Johnson 

(2006). DIT was fully engaged by the time of Lynne et al. (2016). Also, a 

major breakthrough in DIT, which built on the role of empathy in DMT, was 

the connection of empathy to ethics, as in empathy-based ethics forming the 

core of the shared other-interest (Sheeder and Lynne, 2011).  

An important feature of DIT is that it highlights the role of self-control. It 

recognizes the fact people are inherently challenged in finding the best 

balance in the self & other-interest, location of the path 0Z (Adam Smith 

referred to the problem of self-command). DIT also recognizes a wide array 

of other human fallacies and shortcomings in the decision process, the latter 

documented in behavioral economics (see Altman 2012; Thaler and Sunstein 

2008, 2021; Tomer 2017; and Lynne 2020). A key part of the self-control 

challenge is that people tend to slip back to the more hedonistic, primal self-

interest only path, doing what we want to do, including not being mindful of 

what the systems on  the  Spaceship are doing in the background. It is a 

challenge to be mindful of the other-interest (the moral dimension and 

community, the ethical system, the conscience, the Spaceship system).  Yet, 

being mindful is essential to maximizing the own-interest. 

The concept of own-interest requires an open mindset and may feel 

uncomfortable for some readers who have been taught and are used to 

operating only in the SIT domain, in that DIT focuses on the more nuanced 

notion of own-interest rather than on self-interest. The person is posited to 
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take self-control over choice while seeking balance in the joint self & other-

interest on the path to maximizing the own-interest.  It was the own-interest 

and not a free to choose without being tempered (with ethics) self-interest that 

Adam Smith had in mind (see Section IV). In the following, we work to help 

the reader to get more familiar and comfortable with the DIT idea through the 

explanation of the DIT origins and daily life applications.    

I.  Metaeconomic Analysis of  Isoquants for Two Products 

Ragnar Frisch who was one of the first to use an isoquant (Llyod 2012, p. 

643).  Frisch (1965, Chapters 14 and 15) was also the first to insert 

overlapping isoquants into the same space to represent nonallocable inputs, 

as in wool and mutton problem. A rancher has very limited control over how 

the grain and hay inputs are allocated between wool and mutton, internally, 

by the sheep.  As a result, wool and mutton are inextricably intertwined – joint 

and  nonseparable. Intriguingly, the profound Frisch framing of jointness did 

not make way into mainstream production/Microeconomics (an exception 

being Lynne 1988). In contrast, it has served as the foundational principle in 

developing DIT. And, on a larger scale:  Nonallocable inputs simply reflect 

thermodynamic reality (see Lynne 2020, Chapter 12): Essentially everything 

is internal to the system. As Thomas Edison argued, the scientific laws least 

likely to ever be rejected are: 1st Law, the conservation law, both energy and 

mass stay around, just in different form, and 2nd Law, the entropy law, which 

points to the inexorable move to maximum entropy, with all energy 

dissipated. So, reality points to nonallocable inputs both across space and 

through time. The economy is internal to the Spaceship, with limited control 

over it, and nothing is external except energy from the Sun, a fusion reactor 

on the way to maximum entropy. 
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Figure 1 depicts nonallocable inputs 1x  and 2x  like grain and hay used in 

sheep production, without product subscripts i, as inputs cannot be allocated 

by the rancher/producer.  Notice, too, that at every point in the space, some 

wool and some mutton is produced: The products are truly joint. And, 

allocation is internal to the production process, internal to the sheep.  

Conservation is the real problem that led to DIT, building it on an empirical 

foundation based on what motivates farmer conservation choice. In 

conservation farming, 2x  is  a bundle of more industrial inputs like seed, fuel, 

fertilizer, and land, and 1x  a bundle of conservation related inputs including 

conservation tillage. The fact said inputs are nonallocable in producing food 

(private) products and natural resource (public) products in farm fields makes 

the products joint. What motivates US farmers as producers as producers of 

said joint private & public-products?  

The research question originated in the US soil conservation effort started 

in the 1930s, with our more recent effort over a period of roughly 3-decades 

of data collection and empirical testing starting in the late-1980s leading to 

DIT (see Lynne et al. 2016 for the details, and, Chapter 8 in Lynne 2020 for 

an overview, including the findings since 2016).  The 3-decade search leading 

to DIT was stirred by the fact that SIT framing was explaining <20 percent of 

the variation in farmer conservation choices (Lynne, Shonkwiler, and Rola 

1988). Something was clearly missing.  Using what came to be called DIT,  

the capability moved to explaining >60 percent of the variation (Lynne et al. 

2016). The missing key was empathy, as in empathy-based ethics, and 

empathy-based (shared) other-interest, working to temper the more primal 

ego-based self-interest of conservation farmers.  

DIT works as follows:  Nonallocable inputs 1x  and 2x  are used to produce  

1q  (perhaps corn) for the Market on path 0G and to produce wildlife 2q  (and 
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other public products/goods coming out of farming) for general use by 

everyone, such as deer hunters, bird watchers (with said public goods 

represented generally by Government), and also including the shared interest 

of the farmer, using the same farmland, on path 0M (Figure 1).  Producing at 

the least cost, maximum profit point A in response to the feedback from the 

Market, i.e., maximizing (self-interest only) profit, results in supplying a large 

quantity of corn represented in isoquant 3
GI , and a very small amount of 

wildlife (much less payoff in other-interest) represented in isoquant 1
MI , 

substantive sacrifice in other-interest.   

In contrast, if the farm worked to maximize the output of wildlife, the choice 

would be point C, with a large amount of wildlife, perhaps deer and birds,  

represented in 3
MI , a large payoff to other-interest,  and a small amount of 

corn represented in 1
GI , a small payoff to self-interest.  There would be little 

to no monetary payoff at point C, as deer hunting and things like bird watching 

(or bird hunting) are not generally Market goods  - generally no private 

property in wildlife - and the Government, as a representative of the public 

(wildlife) property owner, does not supply wildlife at a price.  So, what will 

the farmer do? It depends upon the extent to which the farmer becomes 

mindful of the wildlife, joining in empathy with the other, which is to see corn 

and wildlife being internal to the same process: Nothing is external.   

Farmer choice depends upon the larger context provided by the Community 

(including the farmer) and the Government charged with representing the 

value V of wildlife, as demonstrated in Figure 2. Meta-preferences for the 

private (corn) and public (wildlife) products are represented in the value V 

isocurves, on a higher plane of interest, generally evolving in an Other Forum 

beyond the Market Forum. Possibilities frontier o oR R  in Figure 2 is derived 
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from moving along the capital constraint o oR R  in Figure 1. Areas outside of 

paths 0G and 0M (Figure 1) are irrational, as depicted by the positive slopes 

on the o oR R  possibilities frontier (Figure 2).  It is irrational to not produce at 

least some of both the private & public-products, such as at points A and C.   

Insert Figure 2 here 

So, if the value V of wildlife is viewed as zero, then the 0o
MV of I =  

horizontal line is the driving force in the balance of interests on the higher 

plane, pointing to  point A in both Figure 1 and 2 with lots of corn and little 

wildlife. Also, if corn is not highly valued relative to wildlife, as in a hunting 

or wildlife preservation frame, then the favored  0o
GV of I =  curve is the 

driving force at point C: Lots of wildlife and little corn will be produced. 

Notice DIT allows for incommensurability, with value V not necessarily 

fully represented in price P: It can address and resolve the old pushpins and 

poetry problem (see Rolston 1986), fully acknowledging not everything can 

be or should be commodified and traded for a price P.  In fact, DIT even 

handles mixed cases,  where there is no price P - no private property and, as 

a result, no Market Forum to evolve a price P - along with the matter of 

resolving the value V of a public property in an Other Forum. For example, 

privately owned farmland is used to produce corn, with price P of corn 

evolving in the corn Market.  Said private property right is attenuated with 

the public property right in wildlife, with wildlife having value V. Resolving 

price P and value V is to be  economically efficient - as well as everyone’s 

needs and wants being met in balance (farmers and consumers who want more 

corn are in unison with people who want more wildlife) - on some path 0Z. 

Said path 0Z is determined by the interplay of Market  &  Government, 

reflecting the priceP & valueV. Metaeconomics indicates a legitimate and 
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essential role for Government (broadly, inclusively representing the entire 

Community).  

DIT also clarifies it is economically irrational to not consider both interests 

in the zone between  the two paths 0G and 0M. Ironically, maximizing self-

interest on path 0G as SIT suggests,  is not economically rational nor is it 

economically efficient unless the value V of wildlife is zero for the person. 

The rational economic choice focuses on balancing self&other-interest, a 

balanced own-interest, on path 0Z.  

In fact, SIT usually suggests an economically inefficient point A, as 

Government (value V) is viewed as leading to a distortion of the Market (value 

V distorting price P).  Yet, without the Government representing value V, 

little to no wildlife would be produced, and, in general, efficiency will not be 

attained because the Spaceship will not be sustained. Another contemporary 

example is the Market not addressing the excess carbon loading from burning 

excessive amounts of the carbon fuels, and the related extreme weather 

events. Yet, most express a shared other-interest, a value V, in having some 

wildlife traveling (and addressing other sustainability issues, like carbon 

loading) with the farmers and food consumers on the Spaceship.  So, what do?  

Microeconomics pointing as it mainly does, implicitly (as it favors Markets) 

to pure capitalism - no public property - would call for creating private 

property in the wildlife (or, in the capacity of the Spaceship to hold and 

process carbon).  Private owners of wildlife would then negotiate in a Market 

Forum, and pay the farmer the price P for having wildlife in the corn fields. 
oV in Figure 2 now represents a price P ratio.  

Metaeconomics leads in a different direction, especially because it sees corn 

and wildlife as joint products, due to nonallocable inputs, and another value 

V system - and, value V likely incommensurable with price P - is also at 
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work.  People have value V concerns, often preferring such things as wildlife 

be a public property.  

By having a proposition that people pursue a shared other-interest, 

Metaeconomics provides a placeholder for Government to reflect that interest, 

and, to play a legitimate role in influencing the position of path 0Z. 

Metaeconomics frames Government programs, payments to farmers using tax 

T dollars, as likely essential (an empirical question) to  ensuring both food 

and wildlife are produced at the efficient and socially optimal level, 

respectively.   

With payments/cost sharing like historically provided by the US Farm 

Service agency (and technical support to design conservation plans for the 

farm, like the US Natural Resource Conservation Service has provided since 

the 1930s) reflecting shared value V, the farmer might shift away from the 

path 0G toward path 0M, ending up on the balancing path 0Z.   In fact, if 

the payment for wildlife habitat/production is high enough, reflecting the high 

value V hunters and bird watchers often place on using the attenuated aspect 

of the private property, in effect the public property in wildlife, overall profits 

coming from the Market Price & Government Payments could be identical on 

path 0Z. As such this path 0Z will be a kind of meta-efficiency in the sense 

that it demonstrates the economic efficiency from good balance in   the  

production of the private good (corn) and the  production of the public good 

(wildlife). While Government can potentially make the farmer’s profit at point 

B as high as at point A, this will not be needed as at point B as the farmer will 

be receiving some payoff from the other (shared with the other)-interest which 

will be compensating for some of the loss in the self-interest domain.   

Another scenario also suggested by DIT would have the Government in 

direct control, requiring wildlife production without any financial 

compensation.  So, Government would be representative of the public interest 
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in the level of value oV and point B in Figure 2 and require the mix at pont B 

in Figure 1.    Profit would be considerably less, with hunters and bird 

watchers having a largely free ride while the farmer pays all the cost. Farmers 

would likely not be very pleased, as self-interest (profit) is less.   

Metaeconomics could  also suggest the farmer could be nudged to become 

mindful of the value oV (Figure 2)  shared with others downstream. Nudging 

brings to mind the notion of libertarian paternalism (Thaler and Sunstein 

2021, p. 6). In DIT terms, the shared other-interest is represented in the 

paternalism with influence on the libertarian self-interest.   

It is possible the farmer, too, sees wildlife as part of the aesthetics, as do 

passersby, the environment in living on the farm.  Acting on shared gains with 

the passersby, in the other-interest, the farmer might voluntarily move over 

from path 0G to path 0Z (Figure 1), sacrificing a bit of corn production on 2
GI  

< 3
GI , while increasing wildlife production to 2

MI  > 1
MI . The farmer may find 

a more peaceful existence, a more fulfilling life, at point B rather than point 

A (in both Figures 1 and 2). In fact, in our research on conservation practices, 

we often found farmers disappointed because "the Market made me do it" i.e., 

the Market sends only price P signals for corn and sends no value V signals 

about wildlife, making farmers unhappy even if profitable.  

Also, as sometimes argued, Markets are inherently moral, inherently always 

doing the right thing (Whyte 2019) in price P Market Forum systems.  In 

effect, “Virtues are swallowed up by self-interest as rivers are lost in the 

sea  (attributed to  La Rochefoucauld, in Hodgson 1999, p. 139).”  Can such 

swallowing be good, the right thing to do?  If it does happen in an ethical - 

moral and ethical producer choosing - way,  then the virtues are swallowed 

into the self-interest, as in path 0M being swallowed, now forming a new path 

0Z. The now virtuous path appears to be a self-interest path, albeit now a 
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virtuous path. Frisch (1965, p. 273) refers to such a thing as a complete 

coupling. If the two isoquants have converged, it will appear as in 

Microeconomic renditions, as though there is only one set of isoquants. 

Unfortunately, it would be very misleading to in effect "hide" the moral 

dimension, to hide the virtues in the invisible hand of the Market Forum. 

Why? Well, said Market Forum may not be virtuous at all, including 

destroying wildlife and the sustainability of the Spaceship.  Metaeconomics 

suggests the need to consider using the visible hand (argued as essential in 

many matters all relating to giving context to the Market, see Samuels, 

Johnson, and Perry 2011), and keeping path 0M considerations visible in 

Other Forums which work to temper the Market Forum. Again, Government 

(and the Community it represents) plays a legitimate, essential role. 

For the Mathematical Metaeconomics of production and supply under 

conditions of nonallocable inputs, see Lynne (2006b; 2020, Appendix B). 

 

II  Metaeconomic Analysis of Indifference Between Goods 

 

Edgeworth was the first to propose the indifference curve  (Lenfant, 2012, 

p. 117), which is now a core construct in SIT. And, while it was to represent 

ego-based self-interest, Edgeworth fully understood a person was an impure 

egoist (Sen 1977, p. 317). As Sen (1977, p. 318) makes clear, Edgeworth 

likely understood that the ego-based indifference failed to represent the fact 

that indifference was not just about “…the claims of oneself… (but also 

about) the claims of a variety of groups - for example, families, friends, local 

communities, peer groups, and economic and social classes.” Lynne (1995) is 

the apparent first to represent such claims of the other as the empathy-based 
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other- interest set of indifference, giving DIT. By doing so, one represents the 

claims of oneself in IG and the claims of that shared with the other in IM as 

nonallocable goods.  

At the time of Lynne (1995), the nonallocable goods notion was framed as 

a dual utility theory, inspired by Etzioni (1986; 1988).  Over time, and 

influenced by empirical testing, it was changed to focus on dual interests (for 

the evolution see Lynne et al. 2016). So, the notion of dual interest in DIT 

should not be confused with dual utility, although clearly compatible with 

same, such as in the notion of a pleasure utility (standard SIT representation) 

and a moral utility (so, a duality of separable pleasure and moral utility, after 

Etzioni 1986; 1988). The notion of dual and perhaps even multiple utility at 

one point raised  an intense conversation (which presumed separability, not 

seeing the jointness) about the potential problems (e.g., Lutz 1993; Khalil 

1998; for discussion, see Lynne 2002; White 2006), which is another reason 

the shift was made to dual interest. So, in the main because DIT recognizes 

jointness, it also handles the notion of ordinary tastes  (in DIT, represented in 

the self-interest) & commitments/sentiments (in DIT, represented in the 

shared other-interest), and the real possibility of incommensurability making 

it impossible to do a simple tradeoff, as delineated by Khalil (1997; 1998).   

DIT is more accurate because it recognizes jointness, but also more flexible 

than the  dual utility models as the payoff can be framed in other terms 

(including utility, if one can justify same), perhaps a measure of happiness, 

or peace of mind. DIT also accommodates such frames as the Kantian 

imperative (White 2006), focused on the tension between a joint and 

nonseparable inclination and duty: The duty is on path 0M; inclination is on 

path 0G; sufficient self-control ensures finding and staying on the good, 

Kantian path 0Z. Also, DIT represents neuroeconomics research, which points 

to the two tendencies within different brain parts, which are  joint and 
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nonseparable (Singer 2009), which is the reason for nonallocable goods and 

interests.  Cory (1999) draws on paleontology, pointing to the ego-tendency 

being reptilian sourced, the empathy-tendency being  mammalian sourced, 

with evolution leading to the need for homeostasis type balancing in the 

resulting  joint reptilian & mammalian brain. Homeostasis – mental stability, 

peace, happiness, and, yes, writ large, economic efficiency – is made possible 

through the overlaying brain modules bringing self-control into balancing the 

ego & empathy, self & other-interest.  

 The set of indifference curves  GI  representing the self-interest are shown 

as overlapping with MI  representing the other (shared, yet  internalized within 

the own-self)-interest (Figure 1).  The set GI evolves out of the egoistic-

hedonistic tendency on path 0G, and, in extreme cases, the narcissist perhaps 

even operating on the vertical axis of Figure 1.  The set MI  evolves out of the 

empathy (sentiments)-sympathy, and perhaps even compassion, tendency in 

humans (with the extreme case of the empath operating on the horizontal 

axis), reflecting the moral and ethical context for the Market. And, on the 

virtues: Set GI represents the virtue of prudence; the set MI represents 

especially the virtue of temperance, but also other virtues (empathy the 

starting  point) represented in courage, justice, faith, hope, and love.  

The notion of set MI  also means there could be many sets MI , more than one 

community, competing for  attention and consideration.  DIT sees the 

potential role of  immediate family, extended family, work associates, club 

memberships, sports teams, labor unions, religious affiliations, political 

parties, state, and nation, to list a few.  As Marglin (2008) makes clear, using 

SIT …Undermines Community. DIT brings community back into the 

analytical system of economics.   
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Here it is important to address a common confusion about DIT:  The other-

interest reflected in Community has nothing to do with other-regarding 

preferences, and, related thereto, as alluded to earlier, interdependent utility 

(or interests). Other-regarding in DIT only goes to the level of mindfulness: 

A person must become mindful of the other, as the starting point to moving 

into empathy-with the other. The regard is not other-directed, but rather is a 

regard for the own-self, with said regard now also representing what one 

shares with the other.  It is not an other-regarding preference: It is an own-

preference within the own-self, in the domain of shared other(internalized)-

interest.  

And, specifically on interdependent utility/interest, DIT recognizes the  

empirical evidence which makes clear that knowing the utility/payoff in the 

interest of another person is patently impossible.  The best one can do is 

empathize, and join in sentiment with, through projection of own-self into the 

situation of the other. And, it is not about the payoff of the other even if we 

could know it, in that “We sympathize even with the dead (Smith 1759/1790, 

loc 407).”  So, we may well empathize-sympathize with someone killed in a 

robbery, resulting in tempering our self-interest in not paying enough tax T 

for police. Because of empathy with the person killed, a person supports a 

larger police budget and sacrifices a bit of self-interest, even though the 

likelihood of being killed in a robbery is extremely small, so cost is greater 

than the expected benefit in the domain of self-interest. The gain is in shared 

other-interest within the own-self, with an overall gain in own-interest.   

We used the case of corn and wildlife, a nonallocable inputs problem, to 

demonstrate DIT in production economics. We now turn to the nonallocable 

goods problem using the case of a recycle content good and a new content 

good to demonstrate DIT in consumption economics. The empirical evidence 
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for how the latter works is demonstrated in Kalinowski, Lynne, and Johnson 

(2006, and highlighted again in Chapter 4 in Lynne 2020).   

Think of a good 1q   having recycle content, and good 2q  as being produced 

only from new resources, with the consumer buying a bundle of said goods. 

Each good gives payoff in both the domain of self-interest GI and other-

interest MI .  In the SIT based solution to the choice, given income level o oR R

, the consumer maximizes self-interest only at point A (Figure 1). So, 

maximizing self-interest is usually best achieved without buying much in the 

way of recycle content goods,  due to p1/p2 being relatively high.  At point 

A, the consumer enjoys a high level 3
GI  payoff in the self-interest, 

experiencing only a small payoff in the other-interest represented by 1
MI . 

DIT suggests many consumers would not be happy at point A, the point 

favored by SIT, having not paid attention to the conscience, the impartial 

spectator as Adam Smith described it.  Other value V on a higher plane is at 

work, as depicted by oV in Figure 2.  To consider value V, start by moving 

along o oR R  in Figure 1 to reveal the consumption possibilities frontier o oR R  

Figure 2. The impartial spectator within the consumer, the conscience 

concerned with  recycling, would be represented by the value Vo isocurve. 

Looking at the tangency of oV with o oR R  suggests not just 1 2/p p  is relevant to 

the choice. Indeed, using the Adam Smith notion, after having been  to the 

station of the impartial spectator (basically empathizing with the shared need 

to recycle), the consumer chooses point B rather than A (in both Figures 1 and 

2) without necessarily any regard for 1 2/p p , but rather is looking perhaps at 

1 2/V p or maybe even 1 2/V V , the latter not much connected to the Market price 

P in any sense.   
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A bit of self-interest is sacrificed, as is a bit of the other-interest (as it is not 

maximized, either), now enjoying 2
GI  and 2

MI .  In effect, DIT points to 

maximizing the joint self & other-interest, the broadened own-interest, made 

possible only by sacrificing a bit of each interest (new meaning of  altruism, 

which is now more than just sacrifice in self-interest; see Lynne 2020, p. 221) 

at point B. And, just like in production, it is about finding balance in the joint 

private & public good at some point B.  

Said choice also suggests the key role of self-control.  Substantively more 

good 1q  with recycle content is  purchased, even though the 1 2/p p  ratio (and 

absolute levels of each of 1p  and 2p ) suggests buying very little to none. 

Sacrificing self-interest payoff to recycle and/or buy recycle content goods 

was empirically documented in Kalinowski, Lynne, and Johnson (2006, see 

especially Table 1; also see Table 4 in Chapter 4 in Lynne 2020), with the 

tendency increasing as consumers identified more fully with the shared 

interest in recycling. Again, balance in the joint private & public good is 

essential to achieving economic efficiency, peace (of mind), and happiness. 

As alluded to earlier in speaking to production and supply, intriguingly, it 

is also possible the virtues represented on path 0M could be swallowed by the 

new, more virtuous self-interest on path 0Z in consumption and demand, too.  

If so, again, the moral dimension would be hidden from view. Such hiding 

from view leads to the critique of Microeconomics as at best contributing to 

amoral if not immoral economic choice. Metaeconomics brings the moral and 

ethical dimension into view.  

 For the formal Mathematical Metaeconomics of consumption and demand 

with nonallocable goods,  see Lynne (2006a; 2020, Appendix A). Intriguingly, 

one notable difference from SIT is in the DIT based consumer demand curve, 

which suggests, as do Kahneman, Wakker, and Sarin (1997),  the need to go 
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Back to Bentham.  The measures of payoff in the dual interest (the utility in 

Microeconomics) do not drop out of the demand equation.  

 

 III  Applications Lending Credence to DIT  

 

DIT is built on science based, empirical testing using data from both surveys 

(including focus groups) and laboratory experiments.  On the way to said tests, DIT 

also points to a quite different form of the null hypothesis: Shared other-interest is 

not a force in economic choice. Intriguingly, every empirical test of DIT to date has 

resulted in rejecting the null. Notice that if the null is not rejected, SIT is the default.  

In addition, a substantive amount of empirical work has been done in a wide array 

of areas which in effect did implicit tests of DIT, with empirical results supporting 

DIT, i.e., rejecting the null that such things as duty, commitment, cooperation, 

loyalty, identity with norms and traditions, religions in community - all represented 

in empathy (ethics) based other-interest - are not a force (see Etzioni 1988, Chapter 

4, for an early review of said literature; for more recent literature, see Altman 2012, 

Tomer 2017,  and Lynne 2020).   

The applications considered here suggest arenas for further testing of DIT. In said 

testing, keep in mind Khalil (1998, p. 614), in which a substantive testing ground 

for an alternative theory is "whether the proposed... is less burdened with empirical 

anomalies than alternative ones."  DIT seems less burdened than SIT, and has 

withstood the critiques (see Lynne 2002, pp. 420-423).  

 

On Farmer Soil and Water Conservation:  The staging for the farmer 

conservation research program which eventually produced DIT was heavily 

influenced by the review of the farmer conservation literature through the late-
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1980s, going back to the 1930s when farmer conservation came into view, by 

Lockeretz (1990): The answer to the question in the title “What Have We Learned 

About Who Conserves Soil?” (the “who” was referring to farmers, and, highly 

related to it, who are the farmers who conserve water) was simply “Not much.”  

Lynne, Shonkwiler, and Rola (1988) found the same thing, with SIT particularly 

not working to add much: As noted earlier, SIT explained <20 while DIT is now 

explaining >60 percent of the variation. After 3-decades of searching, the missing 

piece was finally found, leading to coining the phrase “empathy conservation” 

(Czap et al. 2015, 2018).  More than the ego represented in SIT was at play. Yet, 

as Czap et al (2016) demonstrate, both SIT & DIT help in understanding what 

motivates conservation choice, as both financial incentives and nudging empathy 

are needed. For a more recent review of research about who conserves soil and 

water, see Reimer et al. (2014), and Chapter 8 in Lynne (2020). DIT is gaining ever 

more credibility as testing continues (e.g., see Floress et al. 2017), and, as DIT 

posits,  empathy is becoming a key variable in addressing all manner of choices 

affecting sustainability of the Spaceship (see Brown et al. 2019).  

   

Consumer Recycling and Purchase of Recycle Content Goods:  As alluded to 

earlier, Kalinowski, Lynne, and Johnson (2006) found people who identified with 

the shared community cause in sustaining Spaceship capabilities to hold and 

process waste tempered the self-interest in simply throwing away goods when 

finished with same.  Said people not only recycled more frequently and intensely, 

but also were willing-to-pay more for goods with recycle content.  Recycling is 

about tempering the self-interest, empathy recycling on path 0Z (Figure 1) 

trajectories. For more recent evidence, see Shrestha (2014).  

 

The Paradox of Voting and, a Placeholder for Political Ideology:  Using SIT, 

people would usually not be expected to vote, as the payoff in the self-interest is 
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usually if not always negative, with benefit < cost. It takes a substantive amount of 

time and effort to be an informed voter, including going to the polling place on 

election day, with little direct payoff to the voter. In contrast, DIT suggests the 

hypothesis it is likely benefit > cost because of overall payoff in the own-interest, 

because of the high payoff in the shared other-interest. In DIT framing, voting more 

often than not likely (empirical question here) entails sacrifice in the self-interest. 

So, SIT is partly correct, and explains non-voting, especially if self-interest 

dominates shared other-interest.  Overall,  DIT suggests efficient voting (and, 

happy and peaceful, without political chaos voting), which also means a bit of 

sacrifice in both domains of interest on path 0Z.   

DIT also suggests, then, a place holder in Metaeconomic theory for politics, for 

a “tribe” with similar ideology and frames of reference:  A political interest is a 

shared other (with like-minded, politically-minded) - interest  (Lynne  2020, 

Chapter 6), with many versions of said shared interest along the political spectrum.  

And, as Drutman (2020) makes clear, we perhaps need to encourage at least 4-6 of 

said sets of shared interest, represented in 4-6 political parties as operate in most 

modern democracies.  

DIT can also suggest hypotheses about why 4-6 parties might work better than 2-

parties.  With 2-parties, ego-based self-interest eventually dominates (with political 

chaos like in the US, starting especially around the 2016 presidential election), 

without adequate regard for the needs and wants of the people (the shared other-

interest with said people), broadly shared.  DIT hypothesis:  With 4-6 parties, 

empathy-based other – interest has to be formed, stirred into a shared other-interest 

in coalitions among subsets, and perhaps across all 4-6 party lines. It is the only 

way to get anything done. Said empathy-based shared interest would work to 

temper the extreme self-interest endemic to a 2-party system, making for more 

productive and good outcomes in the political process. An empathy politics is 

needed.  
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Organ and Charitable Donation, Tipping:  DIT suggests the donation of 

human organs arises  mainly on path 0M, with potentially substantive sacrifice in 

path 0G payoffs, e.g., donating a kidney while young. The same hypothesis would 

be suggested for any kind of empathy-sympathy-compassion driven involvement 

including charitable donations. All such things are likely (i.e., an empirical 

question) driven mainly by the payoffs in the domain of other-interest with 

sacrifices in the domain of self-interest, donations operating on some path 0Z 

(Lynne  2020, p. 130).  Yet, DIT also hypothesizes a person must sacrifice a bit in 

the domain of other-interest (being too selfless can have quite negative 

consequences for the self) in order to achieve a reasonable level in self-interest: 

Everyone needs to be concerned with the material as well as the more ephemeral 

(doing the right thing with an organ donation) goods. Empathy donation works. 

Tipping, too, is about the shared interest - sacrificing a bit of self-interest in the tip 

-  as in empathy tipping. 

 

Soldiers Dying to Save the Platoon, Or, Someone Dying While Rescuing A 

Complete Stranger: DIT hypothesizes that any kind of a more selfless response - 

a prime example during the 2019-2022 period being the selfless nurses, doctors, 

and first responder personnel dealing with Covid - virtually always brings some 

sacrifice in the self-interest.  DIT would hypothesize that self-interest is not a major 

driver in most of said cases, and, indeed, self-interest payoff goes to zero at the 

moment of a soldier’s death while saving the platoon by throwing own-body over 

the grenade. So, why jump onto a grenade? 

DIT suggests a hero’s funeral with military honors (or community support of a 

person who gave all to save a stranger from a fire, or a drowning, or from a Covid 

infection) is the main driver for such economic choice.  DIT sees the payoff is in 

the domain of shared other-interest, a payoff shared with the other, including the 
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victim and the larger community.  In fact, it seems the soldier throwing own body 

over the grenade may indeed maximize shared other-interest at the moment of 

death, sacrificing all of the self-interest, landing on the horizontal axis (Lynne 2020, 

pp. 113, 130, 131, 186, 380). 

Overall, DIT helps makes better sense of the matter of being selfish on path 0G 

and selfless on path 0M, with the need for balance, seeing the matter as joint, as in 

selfish & selfless on path 0Z.  For  more on the matter of Selfish … Selfless, and the 

historic role of empathy in economics, as it relates to being selfless,  pointing to a 

troubled past driven by trying to stay only with SIT, see Kirman and Teschl  (2010). 

It is about the empathy self. 

 

Financial Crisis And Crash Of 2008: DIT would hypothesize the 2008 crash 

arose mainly because of a shared other-interest among a few people in the financial 

industry that somehow extreme greed is good and ethical - especially entities  doing 

derivatives trading, but also hedge fund managers and other money managers who 

were simply maximizing ego-based self-interest without regard for the shared 

other-interest with such groups as retirees. DIT points to excessive greed denying 

many others a piece of the action (Lynne 2020, Chapter 7).  DIT hypothesizes the 

excessive greed of the financial industry needs to be tempered with what the other 

could go along with.  Excess was likely fed by the arrogance of self-love, by 

extreme self-interest, as financial executives claimed to be deserving. In fact, it 

seems said executives felt it was  deserved to be paid compensation and bonuses 

with bail-out money, even while said executives bankrupted many organizations 

and wiped out retirement funds of millions of people. Empathy finance is needed. 

 

Health Care:  DIT suggests economically efficient health care requires 

compassion, which is only possible with a good mix of private & public provision 

of compassion influenced care.  Compassion arises on path 0M (mindful empathy 
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is the starting point), and, it must be brought into health care in order to achieve 

happiness, more peace and calm for both patients and providers, and, yes, economic 

efficiency on path 0Z (Lynne 2020, Chapter 9).  Trzeciak and Mazzarelli (2019) 

provide the empirical evidence of path 0Z working better. Costs can be cut 

significantly as more people are saved from adverse diseases and treatments which 

fail because of the lack of empathy, sympathy on the way to compassion.  

Potentially, a  huge increase in happiness would be enjoyed by both patients and 

health care providers (fewer deaths of patients, but also of health care providers: 

Suicide rates are substantively higher for doctors than the general population, 

dampened by empathy going in every direction).  The wide and deep set of studies 

used to make the case for compassion in the health care industry by Trzeciak and 

Mazzarelli (2019) suggest strong empirical support for DIT. Empathy is the starting 

point to more compassion. Empathy health care leads to better health and economic 

efficiency in producing it.  

 

Public Health:  DIT would hypothesize that more empathy in the Covid 

Pandemic - leading to more attention to the shared other-interest in public health, 

as in masking and being vaccinated - would have not only saved thousands of lives, 

but greatly reduced both the personal value V loss (priceless, as in the death of a 

loved one) and the price P  cost of the Pandemic.  DIT hypothesizes the excesses 

reflected in refusals to be part of the solution, refusing to be part of the shared other-

interest that would work better for everyone, were fed by the less than ethical notion 

of having the freedom and liberty to give the other death (see Lynne 2020, Chapter 

9). Such choice is not that which the other can go along with.  Empathy public 

health would assure it was something the other could go along with.  

 

Happy Families:  DIT posits the dysfunction leading to unhappiness in a family 

arises  when  even just one or two members within the family are driven only by 
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self-interest, especially in the case of hedonistic or addictive behaviors.  DIT 

suggests the very idea of a functional family rests in the notion of a shared other-

interest within the family, and, with an extended family, as in “it takes a village” of 

shared interest. DIT suggests spouses must temper the egoistic drives - especially 

hedonistic sexual urges - by walking-in-the-shoes of the other spouse and asking 

how-would-I-wish-to-be-treated. Yet, DIT posits the self-interest is still important, 

as in:  We needs a Me (I) to Be, but without a Me (I), there is no We.  It is about 

balance in a joint I & We. Also, DIT suggests families of every kind - including 

every variation within the LGBTQ range - need to be approached with empathy  

(Lynne 2020, Chapter 10). An empathy family is a functional, happy family. 

 

Education:  DIT posits the essential need for good balance in private & public 

schools in the production space on path 0Z for efficient production of the education 

product, the education service. DIT would suggest the hypothesis of private only 

schooling as inherently inefficient, because it does not adequately serve the shared 

public interest in education. DIT posits the need to not only produce the private 

good, driven by self-interest, but also to produce the public good, the shared other-

interest, especially in teaching civics, and in providing a liberal education which is 

in the main about empathy (Lynne, 2020, Chapter 11). Empathy education is 

essential. 

 

Natural Resource Ownership:  DIT hypothesizes  the classic Tragedy of the 

Commons problem is best solved with good balance in private & public-property.  

And, the  empirical evidence supports it, as shown by work of Eleanor Ostrom, the 

wide and deep empirical evidence leading to being awarded the Nobel Prize in 

Economics (for more discussion see Lynne et al. 2016 and Lynne 2020, Chapter 

12). The Tragedy is not always best avoided by  just private property, as suggested 
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by SIT.  DIT points, instead, to finding the best balance in private & public-property 

on path 0Z, not just private property on path 0G.   

DIT also posits the natural resource and environmental regulations are essential 

to achieving economic efficiency as said regulations bring path 0M considerations 

into the mix, tempering the excesses of self-interest.  It is about  not overly polluting 

the water, or drawing too much water from rivers, aquifers, and lakes, such as to 

overly damage natural systems depending on the same water. In fact, DIT suggests 

being anti-regulation is to be anti-economic efficiency, as the excesses have to be 

tempered to achieve efficiency.   

Another example is represented in the existential threat of climate change 

(Norgaard 2021) driven by overloading the Spaceship capacity to hold and process 

greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide, leading to the inefficiency (high cost) caused 

by such things as extreme weather events. DIT based analysis might suggest putting 

a Government set cap on greenhouse gas emissions, and facilitating Market trade 

in the emission allowances. Or, DIT might point to recognizing a kind of universal, 

public property in the atmosphere, and set a tax T on emissions to reflect the value 

V to society of sustaining the public property  (Lynne 2020, Chapter 12).   Plentiful 

empirical evidence already exists in the case of the trade and cap system in sulfur 

used to address acid rain problem in the northeastern US, as well as quota and cap 

systems for the ocean fishery, and the use of some limited trading of water use 

rights, all providing support for DIT (see Lynne 2020, Chapter 12). DIT posits  tax 

T might also work well in some cases, as a tax T on something like carbon is simply 

recognizing the need for good balance in joint private & public-property: A  tax T 

is in effect reflecting a value V  held by the owners of the public property in the 

capacity of the Spaceship to hold and process greenhouse gases.  Empathy property 

suggests balance.   
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Public Goods:   DIT posits the paying of tax T  for the public good(s) is an  

essential aspect of  attaining  economic efficiency. Path 0Z can only be achieved 

with adequate provision of public goods like health care, roads, education, and 

safety nets. Tax T is essential in order to achieve good balance in such things as  

automobiles & public-roads, fishing-gear & public-lakes, corn & wildlife.  So, DIT 

posits the feeling of happiness is only possible by paying tax T, as happiness also 

requires good balance in the private & public-goods.  And, said tax T is driven 

mainly by value V, not just price P, considerations: Many if not all of the public 

goods are priceless, so thinking of said goods as only something to be bought and 

sold, thinking of a tax T as only a price P without value V considerations, does not 

work if efficiency and happiness (and less political chaos, more peace) are the goals 

(Lynne 2020, Chapter 13). Public goods are about civic duty, not commodities for 

a consumer framing the tax T as just another price P: Civic duty is represented in 

an incommensurable value V driven mainly by empathy, as in empathy taxes.  

 

Income and Wealth Inequality:  As noted in Lynne (2020, p. 291, and see 

Chapter 14 for more discussion): “Lucas (2004), who was the president of the 

American Economic Association … said it: “Of the tendencies that are harmful to 

sound economics, the most seductive, and in my opinion the most poisonous, is to 

focus on questions of distribution (quoted in Stiglitz 2019, p. 33).” So, considering 

distribution questions is harmful to economics? It might be supposed it is harmful 

to SIT renditions. DIT suggests distribution  - more directly, inequality - questions 

are, instead, essential to economics.  The best level of  inequality reflects the shared 

other-interest in both adequate incentive and everyone being adequately 

compensated for value V (essential elementary school teachers come to mind) 

contributions.   

When it comes to income inequality, DIT posits the (arguably absurd) level of 

US CEO compensation relative to the pay for the employees is causing inefficiency.  
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It goes far beyond levels needed to provide adequate incentives.  Said extremes lead 

to  resentment, which in turn leads to  company dysfunction, e.g., sabotaging 

factory lines, unhappy employees not giving full attention to company matters 

because of not being paid enough to recognize the real value V contribution. So, 

even just raising the minimum wage helps, as long as it is paid by reducing the 

compensation at the top, which also makes the top happier: It makes for a more 

peaceful co-existence (super-wealthy no longer have to live behind walls, and 

display big clip AR-15 styled rifles to confront the resentful), with less political 

chaos.  

Similarly, DIT posits that reducing wealth inequality requires some sacrifices 

from wealthy investors who prioritize the dividends and growths of stock prices 

over salary growth and fair pay for workers, as another part of corporate social 

responsibility. Allowing for higher workers compensation and requiring more 

investment into corporate social responsibility will decrease the return on 

investment for the top investors while it will allow those at the bottom of wealth 

distribution to improve their opportunities for vertical social mobility as well as 

save more for retirement, education, and other needs.         

DIT also posits the reason trickle down (among other Zombie ideas in 

mainstream Microeconomics, after Krugman  2020) does not work: It is not in the 

self-interest of the people at the top (company owners, CEOs, upper management) 

to move money down the income and wealth ladder for labor. So, very little to 

nothing trickles down. Empathy must be a force. It is about empathy inequality. 

 

Labor Unions and Cooperatives:  DIT posits the need for a good mix of labor 

empowered business organizations, like business cooperatives owned by the 

workers, and other ways of giving a stake in the business to the workers, e.g., paying 

labor partly in stocks, just like many if not all CEOs are paid. Said mix is essential 

to economic efficiency.  Reason?  DIT posits the labor unions are one of the most 
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effective ways to offset the tendency to excess by the owners (and managers) of the 

capital. Also, giving labor a claim to capital better ensures benefiting from a 

capitalism (capital) based economy. Empirical evidence?  Scandinavian/Nordic 

economies see the value V of offsets to capital power with labor power (see Lakey 

2016), looking for good balance in capital & labor.  It is about empathy wages and 

empathy power.  

 

Crisis of Capitalism:  DIT can also give analytical power to the revival of 

intrigue within contemporary political science with the work of political economist 

C. B. Macpherson on the notion of Possessive Individualism (see Hansen 2015), as 

well as in institutional economics (see Bromley 2019; see the Review by Lynne 

2021). Both point to the need to reconsider the SIT focus, in both mainstream 

political science and economics, on self-interest only. Another political scientist, 

Deneen (2018; see the Review by Lynne 2022), while not using the possessive 

individualism phrase, is pointing to the same problem:  Too much focus on self-

interest represented in too much freedom to choose  by each person without enough 

responsibility to the larger community of shared (other) interest has caused the 

failure of liberalism and the crisis of capitalism.  Even the vertical axis of Figure 1 

is playing in  the “give me liberty to give you death” frame, in the case of Covid 

anti-masking and anti-vaccination, which represents no concern for the public 

good, no concern for what needs to be a widely shared interest in public health.  

In DIT terms, the Deneen (2018) concern is with the failure to temper self-interest 

(I, path 0G) with the other (shared in community, and, Deneen wants to include 

religious community)-interest (We, path 0M), which is the reason for Why 

(Classical, as well as both Cultural and Market/Neo) Liberalism Failed. The “ism” 

represented in the excesses of possessive individualism has led to the crisis of 

capitalism, with the result being the current political economic chaos in some ways 

unprecedented in the history of capitalism. Has the excess of the “I”, the possessive 
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self, caused it?  DIT could help in framing the empirical question, with the answer 

pointing to how to save capitalism, perhaps by making it good, building a humane 

capitalism like Adam Smith had in mind. It is about tempering the self (I) with more 

other (We).  Putnam and Garrett (2020) claim a better “ism” requires the “We” be 

brought back into better balance with the “I” in something more like the I & We at 

the top of the Upswing curve as in the mid-1950s, which makes DIT sense. The 

best balance in I & We is an empirical question which can be framed with DIT. See 

Chapter 15 in Lynne (2020)  in the search for which  “ism” may work best.  It is 

about empathy capitalism. 

IV On Dual Interest Theory and Adam Smith (1759/1790, 1776/1789) 

Dual Interest Theory is a formal way of representing  the reality of internal 

tension in people. The tension has been recognized going at least back to 

Plato: See Hayes and Lynne (2004), for the Plato metaphor of the stallion 

(ego) tempered by the mare (empathy) with the driver using self-control  over 

the team, keeping the chariot on the best path of good balance in ego & 

empathy: Think chariot path 0Z. The need to temper the ego-sourced self-love 

of the stallion is especially prominent in the writing of the best known of the 

moral philosophers, for economists at least, in Adam Smith (1759/1790; 

1776/1789). The frame of dual interest, and the need to take self-control and 

find balance, is prominent in Adam Smith when both books are considered 

jointly. Intriguingly, it is now supported in empirical science from modern 

psychology, neuroscience, neuroeconomics, and behavioral economics.  

And, while Adam Smith fully understood the joint and dual interest,  

subsequent scholars of Smith seemed to miss the point, as in the German 

Historical School concern with “das Adam Smith problem” and more recently 

the “two faces of Adam Smith” problem, as claimed by Vernon Smith (1998, 
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which he resolves in the new Humanomics, Smith and Wilson 2019).   As 

Adam Smith said, in the Wealth of Nations book, wherein it is made clear how  

making wealth is driven by self-interest (as Smith says it,  self-love): 

 

“ …man has almost constant occasion for the help of his brethren, 

and it is in vain for him to expect it from their benevolence only. He 

will be more likely to prevail if he can interest their self-love in his 

favour, and show them that it is for their own advantage to do for 

him what he requires of them.  Whoever offers to another a bargain 

of any kind, proposes to do this. Give me that which I want, and you 

shall have this which you want, is the meaning of every such offer; 

and it is in this manner that we obtain from one another the far 

greater part of those good offices which we stand in need of. It is not 

from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker that 

we expect our dinner, but from their regard to their own interest. 

(Smith 1776/1789, loc 239-251).” 

 

Said quote has formed the basis for SIT, with the claim Smith had only the face of 

self-interest,  even though the joint face of Smith is speaking  to own-interest. The 

SIT claim suggests Smith is focused exclusively on making wealth in a kind of free 

to choose environment, ignoring the admonitions of the Theory of Moral Sentiments 

book, the other face, so, “das Adam Smith problem.”  Notice how Adam Smith 

clarifies what is meant by own-interest:   

 
Though it may be true, therefore, that every individual, in his own 

breast, naturally prefers himself to all mankind, yet he dares not 

look mankind in the face, and avow that he acts according to this 

principle. He feels that in this preference they can never go along 
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with him, … If he would act so as that the impartial spectator may 

enter into the principles of his conduct, which is what of all things 

he has the greatest desire to do, he must, upon this, as upon all 

other occasions, humble the arrogance of his self-love, and 

bring it down to something which other men can go along with 

(Smith 1759/1790, loc 1714-1727). 

 

So, it is clear while making of wealth was necessarily driven by the arrogance 

of self-love, the self-interest, said making had to be tempered in order to 

pursue a good - moral and ethical, and efficient - own-interest. And, it was 

not about benevolence, but it was about the sentiments - empathy-based 

ethics, mutual sentiment had to bring the self-interest down to “something 

which (the other) can go along with” which is the own-interest. It was found 

at the station of the impartial spectator, as the person reflected on the self with 

the other. The production and consumption of meat, beer, and bread was not 

just about self-interest: It was to be tempered by ethical reflection leading to 

the shared other-interest, which was then to be applied with self-

control/command to temper the self-interest onto the path 0Z to maximizing 

the own-interest. 

So, Adam Smith had only one face (Smith and Wilson 2019), a joint face 

with self & other-interest in that one face (Lynne 2020). Yet, as McCloskey 

(2019, p. 93) says it, some branches of (Micro)economics, in fact, the most 

dominant branch represented in the Libertarians of the Chicago School of 

(Neo)classical Economics, are “opposed to any ethical reflection whatever.” 

No ethics (no empathy):  Only the face of ego,  is to play in economic choice. 

Notice, too, how it is not the Market per se that is moral (again, see Whyte 

2019); rather, the Market must be tempered by something outside, giving 

context to it, in particular, everyone reflecting on what is shared while at the 
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station of the impartial spectator, seeking a Community of widely shared 

other-interest. Often it is representative - which has to be trusted - 

Government, hopefully operating on principles of Democracy for all, being 

inclusive, which is charged with representing the shared-with-the-other-

interest. The Law, both Common and Legislated (as well as Administrative), 

and the Judicial, are all given the same charge. It is about good balance in a 

joint Market & Government, with both playing legitimate and essential roles.  

As the Roberts (2014) book would have it, How Adam Smith Can Change 

Your Life: An Unexpected Guide to Human Nature and Happiness, the guide 

is to temper the self-interest with doing the right thing, the good, shared 

other-interest. The latter meant operating in the moral dimension, as 

sociologist Amitai Etzioni (1988) also identified, in The Moral Dimension: 

Toward a New Economics. Adam Smith not only understood what drove the 

making of wealth but the need to temper it.  It is summed up nicely by 

Ashraf, Camerer, and Loewenstein (2005, p. 142), pointing to Adam Smith, 

Behavioral Economist: “In short, Adam Smith’s world is not inhabited by 

dispassionate rational purely self-interested agents, but rather by 

multidimensional and realistic human beings.”  

It seems time to revive original ideas in Adam Smith, building on recent 

and confirming findings in thermodynamics and  behavioral science. And, 

while economists heeded Menger in the 1930s, and removed explicit 

consideration of ethics in order to build a mathematical economics, see 

Becchio (2009), DIT demonstrates that ethics can be brought back into the 

formal model.  As Hausman and McPherson (1993) indicate, it is about Taking 

Ethics Seriously. And, in general, in bringing the sentiments (empathy based 

ethics) back explicitly, Humanomics (Smith and Wilson 2019) is about doing 

so. It is built on the same ground as Metaeconomics (see Lynne 2020, for the 

overlap, see pp. 203-209; also, see Reviews in Frantz 2022 and Lester 2021). 
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Yet, as Leijonhufvud (2004) says, regarding SIT: “Instead of looking for an 

alternative to replace it, we should try to imagine an economic theory to transcend 

its limitations….” We invite the reader to join the effort to refine DIT to help 

make SIT become an even more powerful analytical system.   
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curves for nonallocable goods, products, and outcomes 1 2q q
reflecting ego based self-interest ( GI ) and empathy based 
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Notes:  Self-interest is maximized at point A with little payoff in shared other-interest.  
Shared other-interest is maximized at point C will little payoff in self-interest. Own-interest 
is maximized at point B with good balance in joint self & other-interest, characterized by a 
bit of sacrifice in both domains of interest. 
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